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ABS/CARBON-LOOK

 FOR VW SCIROCCO (13), FRONT + SIDE ●▲◆●▼ §-symbols see flap

12

Order now at the new 
RIEGER-Webshop on:
www.rieger-tuning.biz/shop

IMAGE-NO. ARTICLE-NO.   § DESCRIPTION PRICE IN €

- K 00014102 s 454,00
1 K 00014103 s 454,00

Note: with the RIEGER front bumper the original fog lights eliminate. 
To bridge the error message the following resistor must be used:

- C 00305889 59,40
- A 00243913 u 686,00
- K 00014116 u 85,00
2 K 00099798 u 64,00
3 D 00088006 u 98,00
4 Y 00099786 u Surcharge 10,00
- Y 00088010 u Surcharge 10,00
5 Y 00014115 u Surcharge 10,00
- Y 00088011 u Surcharge 10,00
6 Y 00099785 u Surcharge 10,00
7 Y 00014117 u Surcharge 10,00
- Y 00088012 u Surcharge 10,00
7 C 00296329 s 254,00
- B 00299240 s 19,90
- S 00014106 u 94,00
8 S 00099788 u 104,00

9 K 00014100 s 224,00
- S 00014101 u 54,00

10 S 00099768 u 59,00

11 K 00014104 s 119,00
11 K 00014105 s 119,00
12 K 00099769 s 124,00
12 K 00099770 s 124,00

like 14117, ABS/black-glossy

RIEGER spoiler bumpers, accessories and more

RIEGER spoiler lip and accessories

RIEGER side skirts

RIEGER front bumper, VW Scirocco (13) to facelift, incl. standard air intakes, incl. aluminium mesh, ABS
RIEGER front bumper, VW Scirocco (13) to facelift, with recess for head light washer, incl. standard air intakes, aluminium mesh, ABS 

RIEGER air intakes, left/right, without cutout, for RIEGER front bumper, ABS/carbon-look
like 99786, ABS/black-glossy
RIEGER air intakes, left/right, with cutout, for RIEGER front bumper, ABS
like 14115, ABS/black-glossy
like 14115, ABS/carbon-look
RIEGER air intakes, left/right, with recess for day driving lights (00296329), for RIEGER front bumper, ABS

like 14104, ABS/carbon-look            (sale - while stocks last)
like 14105, ABS/carbon-look            (sale - while stocks last)

Resistor for original fog lights-cables (necessary, because original fog lights are omitted), so that no error message is generated. (Set: 2 pieces)
Grille for front bumper, VW Scirocco (13) to facelift, V10-look
Grille for front bumper, VW Scirocco (13) to facelift, ABS
Grille for front bumper, VW Scirocco (13) to facelift, ABS/carbon-look            (sale - while stocks last)
Grille for front bumper, VW Scirocco (13) to facelift, ABS/black-glossy

LED-day driving-lights with control unit and cable set
Mounting set for day driving lights 00296329
RIEGER splitter, bended version, for front bumper 14102/14103, ABS
like 14106, ABS/carbon-look

RIEGER spoiler lip, VW Scirocco (13) to facelift, ABS
RIEGER splitter centered, for spoiler lip14100, ABS
like 14101, ABS/carbon-look 

RIEGER side skirt with opening and cutout, left, VW Scirocco (13), incl. facelift, incl. aluminium mesh, ABS
RIEGER side skirt with opening and cutout, right, VW Scirocco (13), incl. facelift, incl. aluminium mesh, ABS
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15% BODY KIT DISCOUNT: You will receive a 15% body kit discount when ordering a complete RIEGER kit (consisting of Spoiler lip / bumper, side skirts set and 
rear skirt (s) -inserts each suitable for a vehicle model. The discount is granted only for RIEGER spoiler parts made of ABS plastic. It is only valid as a kit if the parts have 
all been chosen for the same vehicle type. To receive the estate, give the followng code when ordering -15% BODYKITRABATT - with. The discount does not apply to „paint 
jobs“. The discount can not be combined with any other discounts.




